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I n large part, the history of modem world rock climbing is a response to the history of mod
ern American rock climbing. Prior to about 1940, Americans had taken the Europeans’ 
lead in how to climb. At that time, the vast majority of rock gear was imported from 

Germany and France, and the means of using it was oftentimes passed on by ex-pat Europeans 
who had taken their love of climbing to their adopted homeland and enlisted Americans to fol
low them up their peak. The Euros had long since worked out the basics: how to secure the 
rope to the cliff by way of anchors; how to protect the leader via pitons and belay; how to free 
climb and how to aid climb (though the line between the two were oftentimes blurred). All of 
these techniques were readily espoused by the Americans.

The Americans more or less followed the European model right up to the day Chuck Wilts 
took a crack at free climbing the previously aided Piton Pooper. Chuck succeeded, and the 
idea of a first free ascent became fact. Slowly, American climbers followed his lead. While 
there were exceptions, the vast majority of leading American climbers put a high premium on 
free climbing; first free ascents and the creation of new free routes that would previously have 
been aid climbed became the norm. The thinking was: If I can free climb it, I will. Otherwise, 
I’ll aid it.

American and world rock climbing entered another phase when people set to work on the 
great walls in Yosemite. While the Yosemite pioneers valued free climbing, the big walls were 
so intimidating that simply getting up them remained the first ambition.

By 1968, modem big-wall techniques were established and their utility proven on what 
then were the greatest pure rock climbs in the world—routes such as the Nose, Salathé, and 
North America Walls on El Cap, the South Face of Mt. Watkins, The Northwest Face and 
Direct Routes on Half Dome, and many more.

About half a dozen years earlier, the second coming of Chuck Wilts arrived in the person 
of Frank Sacherer, widely considered the Father of American free climbing. Starting on a 
small scale, Sacherer set out to free climb the existing aid routes. Finding immediate success, 
Sacherer spread his wings, and by the time he’d left the Valley in 1968, he’d made spectacu
lar free ascents of such climbs as the East Face and Direct North Buttress of Middle Cathedral, 
the Lost Arrow Chimney, the Southwest Face of Half Dome, and many others. Sacherer did 
not introduce a new level of difficulty—Chuck Pratt, Royal Robbins, Bob Kamps and sever
al others were also free climbing at a very high level. What Sacherer introduced was the rev
olutionary concept that scale was not a limiting factor. To Frank Sacherer, the bigger, the bet
ter. It was a philosophy readily embraced by the next generation of free climbers who arrived 
in the Valley around 1971.

The next quantum jump in free climbing came in 1975 with the first free ascent of 
Washington Column’s East Face (Astroman) and the Chouinard/Herbert route on Sentinel’s 
North Face. These ascents bred the belief that anything short of a blank wall could be free 
climbed.

By 1980, another generation of free-climbers, their techniques enhanced by the demands 
of modern sport climbing, set to expand the horizons first broached by Chuck Wilts, 40 years 
earlier, expanded by Frank Sacherer in the 1960s, and pushed to new heights by the leading 
free climbers of the 1970s. Two of the most talented of this new wave were Todd Skinner and 
Paul Piana, whose partnership pushed free climbing difficulty to a scale no less grand than 
that attained by the Yosemite pioneers.

Big Walls: Breakthroughs on the Free-Climbing Frontier, penned by Piana, is a celebra



tion of his and Skinner’s free ascents of four spectacular big walls: El Cap’s Salathé Wall, the 
Southwest Face of Proboscis in the Northwest Territories, the North Face of Mt. Hooker in 
the Wind River Range and the Direct North Face of Half Dome. Ironically, all four walls were 
originally pioneered by Royal Robbins in the 1960s, and were then seminal climbs at the top 
of the scale of both difficulty and beauty. Piana’s opinion that the freeing of these four routes 
make them the most important wall climbs in North America is a claim supported neither by 
history nor by the climbs themselves. Free climbing big walls had been established for more 
than a decade when the duo made its dramatic first free ascent of the Salathé, which is ques
tionably the finest free-wall climb in the world, but historically represents raising the ante of 
an already established phenomenon rather than inventing a new mode.

But the gargantuan claims aside, Big Walls is a thrilling effort—a lavish coffee-table book 
bursting with shocking color photos and spirited writing. It is a must-read for anyone inter
ested in the outer envelope of what free climbers have yet accomplished, and to those who 
aspire to reach similar heights someday.
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